NEWLY LICENSED ARCHITECTS
NEWLY LICENSED ARCHITECTS

DAVID BROCKSHUS AIA
MICHAEL DEAN AIA
MATTHEW FORS AIA
JERICA GRABNER AIA
ZACH HANSEN AIA
SCOTT HUFFMAN AIA

CALLY NIESS AIA
DEREK POWERS AIA
SALONI SHETH AIA
BRIAN WALKER AIA
JEREMY ZEHR AIA
AIA NATIONAL AWARD
Market One | Neumann Monson Architects
JURY

MARLON BLACKWELL
FAIA
MARLON BLACKWELL ARCHITECTS
FAYETTEVILLE, AR

KATHERINE CHIA
FAIA
DESAI CHIA ARCHITECTURE
NEW YORK, NY

CLAIRE WEISZ
FAIA
WXY ARCHITECTURE + URBAN DESIGN
NEW YORK, NY

KEVIN ALTER
ASSOC. AIA
ALTERSTUDIO ARCHITECTURE
AUSTIN, TX
CRAFT AWARD
CRAFT HONOR AWARD
MASS TIMBER ASSEMBLY | STRUCTURECRAFT
VERY WELL CRAFTED
AND THE CRAFT IS ON
DISPLAY THROUGHOUT.
DESIGN AWARDS
EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN
HONORABLE MENTION
IMPRESSED WITH THE SCULPTING OF SPACE, EXUBERANT ARCHITECTURE
BIG CIVIC MOVE, WELL DONE.
DESIGN HONORABLE MENTION

MARKET HOUSE | NEUMANN MONSON ARCHITECTS
USE OF MATERIALS ON THE FAÇADE IS CLEVER AND CLEAN
EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN
MERIT AWARDS
LOVELY GESTURE IN AN UNTAMED LANDSCAPE, PRETTY HANDSOME.
DESIGN MERIT

219 E. GRAND | NEUMANN MONSON ARCHITECTS
DSM BLOCK – FILLS IN THE URBAN BLOCK, FITTING INTO THE CONTEXT
DESIGN MERIT

STUDENT INNOVATION CENTER, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY | SUBSTANCE
ACCOMPLISHED HAND THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE SUBMISSION
EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN
HONOR AWARDS
UNBELIEVABLE SPACES FOR A FIRE STATION, A NEW MODEL IN A WAY
THE SITE CONSTRAINTS MADE THE BUILDING BETTER
THE WAY THE CEILING CAPTURES THE NATURAL LIGHT AND DRAWS IT IN IS VERY STRIKING
AIA IOWA YOUNG ARCHITECT AWARD